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Summary

As the market pressure is going to increase in the utility industry,  it presumes more effort will  be

put on the development of services. This paper emphasize two general problems in the development

process, which services and how to design them? Through a pilot study  with residential customers

about utility services can this report from the ISES-project give some preliminary answers to these

questions.  The first indications were that the respondents in the study rated most potential services

highly and they showed both a strong desire for better information from their power supplier and a

need for some practical power control services.

Secondly, the pilot study also indicated a great preference differences between people concerning

service complexity and control aspects.  A difference, which can be costly both  for the marketing

precision and the customer dialogue if it not will be noticed and taken into consideration. To

discover people’s preferences, the project has tested a tool, the Dynamic Decision Style-model, to

identify these preference differences with promising results.

At last, the paper shows how the knowledge from the pilot study has been used to build a interactive

utility information service on Internet. The project worked to reach three important targets,

flexibility in complexity levels, interactivity, and to build a learning system for the service provider.

The overall objective was to reach a higher precision in the service development and marketing

process, in order to provide the customers more value for their money.



Introduction

To reach long-term competitive advantages in the utility industry today, it’s not enough just focus on

production efficiency and load management to keep the market shares. The companies who want to

win new customers and avoid loosing present ones must also take a customer perspective and put

effort to the service development process. More and more customers demand more value for their

money and will in the future choose the energy supplier, who can offer them the most suitable

package of services both for the customers needs and economy.  To be able to supply all kind of

households in a community  with all their differences, it requires a high grade of flexibility and a

sensitive ”ear”  for the customers needs. The new information and communication technology has

become an enabler in the new customer oriented business climate. It gives specially the utility

companies great opportunities to use their natural connection to every household, for developing

new services which will be of high value, cheep, and strongly individualised (Passby, 1996).

The New Business Strategies Team of EnerSearch AB, and the ISES program in Sweden is carrying

out research in this area from which some preliminary results based on a pilot study of 39 residential

electricity customers where customer interactive business processes are in focus will be presented.

Two questions in the project have been Which services attract the households? and How could the

services best be offered? The final objective is to find ways to establish continuous dialogues

between the electricity supplier and their residential customers containing both co-operation and

service development discussions.    

New utility services

During the pilot stydy, which used both focus groups and questionnaire techniques, we presented a

lot of hypothetical services created with help of utility industry people and brain-storming within the

ISES-project. Some services are very innovative and perhaps a bit unrealistic in the short-term

perspective. From the beginning we separated information services from more practical services.

The hypothesis was that the customers have to be more interactive when they use the more practical

services and therefore could it be of interest to see if we find any differences in interest for them.

Some of the results about how the respondents rated different utility services shows in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Respondent’s references for different types of utility services.

The pilot study result indicates:

• Respondents reported strong desire for better information from their electricity supplier.

• Cost information appears to be of greater interest than the amount of electricity consumed.

• Advice is sought by many as are prognoses about the effect of changes in behaviour patterns on

cost.

• About 75 % want information about their consumption just once a month.

• There is a high interest for use and cost information divided for specific equipment and rooms.

• Alarm services, like security alarm or equipment malfunction alarms, etc. are of very high interest.

• About 2/3 reported that automatic control of the heating system (from the supplier) is desirable.

• There is a high interest of paying the bill electronically.

• It’s desirable to be able to remote control different electrical equipment.

In summary, the respondents rated most potential services highly ( mostly scoring 4  or 5). This

indicates an interest among residential customers for new and more complex services and the utility

supplier who begins to develop such services and offer them in a right way have great opportunities

to keep and get new customers.



Service complexity

Utility services often are offered in packages, like information on bills or Internet or in different

system like home automation system. Therefore, it is not just the content that is of interest for the

service development process, but also the design and how the services are combined. The study was

based on a hypothesis that the grade of complexity, integration of new information, in the service

offerings could be significant for customers’ interest and buying behaviour. Work by Driver and

Streufert (1969) shows how people differ in their motivation to handle complexity in information-

processing, decision situations, and actions. Some people prefer to keep things simple and will be

stressed and overwhelmed with too much complexity (e.g. Person A in figure 2), while others prefer

high levels of complexity in their life with risk for feeling under-stimulated and bored when the

complexity level is low (e.g. Person B in figure 2).

Individual Differences in
Complexity Motivation

High

Low

Low HighComplexity Level

Person A Person B

”Just Right Points”

Figure 2: How different people differ in their complexity motivation. (Brousseau, 1988)

Every individual or group has its own unique optimal level and information packages diverging from

that level are to some point apprehended negatively and the quality in perception and decisions

decrease. An important insight from figure 2 is when the complexity is very low, people will be

motivated by increasing the complexity level. Consequently, when the complexity is very high people

will be motivated by decreasing the complexity level. But, in a moderate level there are the most

important individual differences. Some people can here experience increasing complexity as straining



(Person A), meanwhile other people can experience the same increasing complexity as motivating

(Person B). That gives consequences for how the services will be offered and presented for the

customer, especially when a media like IT and Internet will be used. Too simple or too complex

services can give lower motivations for the customer to be interactive and the dialogue will stop.
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Figure 3: Histogram over the range of respondents power system complexity preferences.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the power system complexity preferences among the pilot study

respondents. The distribution is fairly wide, but with a tendency to reach towards the high end of the

complexity scale. This is the result after the respondents went through a realistic simulation test

about having a interactive IT-communication with the energy supplier in the future and building up

complex home automation systems. Then, in the questionnaire, over 80 % suggested that a fairly

complex system is okay. Motives for purchasing or using such system are primarily cost savings and

better control aspects.

Control aspects are related to the complexity motives. People differ similarly in how much control

they want to have over their electricity service consumption. Some of the respondents in the focus

groups was ready to give up most of the control of e.g. heating and water heating to an automatic

control unit, controlled instead by the supplier. Others can’t even think of  doing such a thing, they

doesn’t trust the supplier and want instead to control and supervise everything by themselves. When

developing and design such control services, it is important to consider such differences and to build

in a wide range of flexibility in the services. Thus, developing services just for ”a average customer”



is almost never the best solution. To reach continuous value adding for both parties, it needs a tool

which fast can accommodate the customers’ complexity and control preferences.

A tool that the project have tested with promising results is the Dynamic Decision Style model by

Dr. Michael Driver1. The model offers an approach for identifying an individual’s decision styles (or

information processing habits), communication style, and to get  knowledge about in which areas he

or she prefers more or less complexity (Driver, Brousseau, Hunsaker, 1993). The respondents in our

pilot study went through a style assessment before the focus group exercise and the questionnaire

and in many different areas we found strong correlation between style and factors important for

power consumption. In the focus group exercise the respondents were divided in five groups after

their operating style classification. It was about eight persons in every group.  The eight people with

lowest complexity score in figure 3 belongs everyone except one to the two focus groups who was

classified to be most ”satisficers” (the decisive and the flexible group), in opposite to be

”maximizers” (belonging to the hierarchic, integrative or systemic group). The satisficer-groups had

a complexity mean value of 8,3 in contrast to the maximizer-gruops’ mean value of 10,5. A

conclusion to draw from this is if we find a simple way to measure consumers decision styles, we can

come one step further more individual adapted service offerings.

Interactive Customer Interfaces - the project ”Electricity Service on Internet”

Even if the respondents show a relative high complexity preference on average, the results show that

there are a width range among them. Other studies have also shown that complexity motives not only

differ between people, but also between different situations (Brousseau, 1988). For example, some

people are highly motivated by the technical complexity, but dislike more social activities. Therefore,

it’s important when building up customer interfaces for interactive utility services, that it will be done

with enough flexibility to attract both ends of the technical contra social complexity range.

A first try to use our knowledge about which preferences there are for different utility services,

complexity, control, and the connection to decision styles and reach that kind of interactive customer

interfaces, has been a smaller student project. A software technology student  has  together with the

author built a web-site prototype on Internet called ” Electricity services on Internet”. The project

                                               
1 More about the basics of the decision-making model is found in other papers by M. Driver, R. Larsson, and P.Sweet

and other in the proceedings to this conference.



used as data a real database from an another sub-project within ISES,  which samples meter data

hourly from 70 households. The project worked with three important targets:

1. To reach a fairly big flexibility to handle different complexity and control preferences.

2. To focus on interactivity as much as possible.

3. To build a ”learning system”, where both parties, the supplier and the customer, can

communicate and co-operate and continuous improve the information about each other.

The parameters we worked with were electricity use every hour, the clock and almanac,  two

different price tariffs, and the outdoor temperature every hour.  From that we created different

service groups like energy use, energy cost, energy prices, outdoor temperature, prognosis for the

household, and effects of different savings. For every service the customer first has to choose an

optional period of time for which information will  be provided.

To reach the first target, we designed a hierarchy under every service group where the complexity

increases in five levels. The customer can take every single step or choose an icon symbolising one

particular complexity level.  To know how to develop the complexity in the services, we used ideas

from the Dynamic Decision Style model. For every complexity level we tried to please a typical

person from each of  the five different styles (decisive, flexible, hierarchic, integrative, systemic). For

the decisive fast and simple, for the flexible more options and so on (see figure 4).

An example on an utility service presented
with different complexity levels.

Low HighComplexity Level

The households energy use during: 97-09-14 --  97-10-14

Total
use

Use divided
in timetariffs

Use presented
grafically

Use together
with the outdoor
temperature

Use compared
with correspond.
periods
back in time

Do you 
desire more
information?

2769 kWh

In lowprice period:

1075 kWh
In highprice period:

1694 kWh

kWh

time

time

kWh

Temp

How many periods?
Table Grafics

SEND

Figure 4: A model over a service complexity hierarchy.



For the second target, we worked with the interface design to both reach user-friendliness and give

the user maximal options. In the end of every complexity level and every service group the customer

can send an  E-mail directly to the supplier with desires of more information or other questions. (See

figure 5)

To obtain a ”learning system” the supplier will save information from each household in a customer

database. The idea is to follow the customer’s different choise and create a dialogue about that. Our

hypothesis (not tested yet) is in that way the customer acts indicates complexity preferences and we

can use the correlation between preference of complexity and style to find out which style the

customer has. If this is possible the next step is easy to offer every household more adapted and

suitable packages of information. The utility supplier reaches a higher precision in the service

development and marketing process, in order to provide the customers more value for their money.

Figure 5: One side of the web-site.  ”Welcome to Electricity Services on Internet” translated 

from Swedish . This web-site is made just for the test households within the ISES-project, situated 

in Ronneby, Sweden.
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